Central Baselite

Folding arm awning

This is the little sister of the Base Plus, the same end fixing fully cassetted system available in stunning metallic silver finish.

Base Lite is a fully cassetted folding arm awning on fixed independent side brackets with stainless chain arms. This system can span up to 4m in width and project up to 2.6m (arm length).
Central Baselite Folding arm awning with cassette.

**Wind resistance (at maximum dimensions)**
- Class according to EN 13561:2004: 2 (cm 400 x 260)
- Nominal test pressure \( p \) (N/m\(^2\)): 70

**Overall dimensions and weight (1 pair of arms)**
- Width (cm): 400
- Projection (awning open) (cm): 260
- Approx. weight (kg): 55 - 60

**Wall installation**

**Ceiling**

---

[Diagram showing dimensions and angles for wall and ceiling installations]